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PERFECT MAPS ON THE c-CONTINUOUS FUNDAMENTAL GROUP 

By Jin Ho Kwak 
‘ 

1. Introduction 

In (2) , Gentry and Hoyle introduced the concept of c-continuous fundamenta F. 

group using c-continuous homotopy for the equivalence relation instead of the 

usual homotopy. The goal of this paper is to find the functor from the category 

of pointed spaces and perfect maps to the category of groups which assign to a

pointed space its c-continuous fundamental group, and to find the effect of 
c-continuous homotopy on the c-continuous fundamental group. Throughout this 

paper the symbol 1 used to denote the closed interval [0, 1] , and the symbol 

f~g σ;g) wi11 mean that f is homotopic to g (reIative yo)· The reader is 

referred to [3] , [4] for definitions and notations not covered in this paper. 

2. Definitions and preIiminaries 

DEFINITION 2. 1. [1] Let X and Y be topological spaces, let f:X-• Y be a: 

map, and let pεX， then f is said to be c-contz'nuous at p provided if U is an 

open subset of Y containing f(P) such that Y -U is compact, then there is 
an open subset V of X containing p such that f(V)CU. The function f is said 

to be C-C01Zt…μous on X provided f is c-continuous at each point of X. 

DEFINITION 2. 2. [2] Let X and Y be a topological spaces, and let f , g: X - • Y 
be continuous maps (and ACX). We say that f is c-con하%μoκs homotopy to g 

(relative A) , denoted by H:f~g， briefly f~g(ll :f~gJ~g) provided there is a 
A A 

c-continuous map H :XxI-• Y such that H(x , 0) =f(x) , H(x,l)=g(x) , (and 

H(a , t) =f(a) =g(a)) for aII xεX， tEI (aEA). 

Let Y be a topological space, y。εY and let C(Y'Yo) be the set of aII continuous. 

maps α:1-→Y such that α(O)=Yo=α(1). 

c 
The relation ~ is an equivalence relation on C(Y'Yo) , and the equivalence 

y。

class of α is denoted by [α] and C/Y,Yo) denotes the set of aII equivalence 
classes. 

/ 
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DEFINITION 2. 3. [2] Let α， βEC(Y， y<y. Then α챔 is the map in C(Y'Yo) 
defined by 

α(2s) if 0드S드울 
(α*ß)(s)=i 1 

ß(2s-1) if 향드S드1 ， 

and we define [α] • [예 =[α*ß] in C1(Y'Yo)' 

THEOREM 2.4 [2] The ordered paz'r (C1(Y'Yo)") is a group, which is called the 
c--continuous fundamentaI group. 

DEFINITION 2.5. Let X and Y be topologicaI spaces. A map f:X-• Y is calIed 
wκfect if it is continuous closed (not necessary surjective) and each fiber f-l(y); 

(yεY) is compact. 

1t is welI-known that the inverse image of a compact set under a surjective 

perfect map is compact. From this, we can easiIy have the following theorem. 

THEOREM 2.6. l/ X and Y aγe topological spaces, f:X-• Y is a perfect map, 
and K is a compact sμbset of Y , then the z'nverse z'mage f-l(K) of K is a compact 

subset of X. 

From this, we ha ve 

COROLLARY 2.7. If X , Y and Z are topological spaces, and maps f:X-• Y , 

g:Y-• Z are perfect, then the composz'te map gof:X-• Z is perfect. 

1n [1 , Example 3] , we show that the composite map gof of c-continuous map 

f and continuous map g is not generaIly c-continuous map but we have the 

COROLLARY 2.8. Let X , Y and Z be topological S.ψaces， f:X-• Y be a c-conti-

1ZUOμs， and let g:Y-• Z be a perfect map. Then the composite mφ gof:X-• Z 

is a c-continuous map. 

PROOF. Let U be open subset of Z with compact compliment. Then since g is 

perfect, g-l(U) is open and Y_g-1(U)=g-1(Z_U) is compact by Theorem 
-1, -1 2.6, hence, (gof)-"(U)=f-"(g -"(U)) is open, for f is c-continuous. 

3. Main resuIts 

LEMMA 3. 1. Every perf e o-t map f: (X , xo)-• (Y , yo) induces a homomoγphism 

f#:C1(X , xO)-• C1(Y ,yo)' In fact , the induced homomoψhism f#:C1(X , xO)- • 

C1(Y , yo) is dζfined by f #( [α])= (f。α] . 

PROOF. Let [α] εC1(X， xo)' Then α:1-→X is a continuous map such that 
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O'(O)=xo=α(1)， hence, the composite map.βα:I-→Y is continuous and (f。α)(0)

=Yo= (f。α)(1간 i. e. [f。α] εC1(Y'Yo). And let F: α~ß， then, we easily have 
Xo 

that foF: f。α~ foß by CorolIary 2.8. Therefore, the map f# is welI-defined on 

C 1(X , XO)' Now, it remains to show that f# is a homomorphism. Let [α]，[꾀 be 

arbitrarily given in C1 (X , xo)' then f #( [α] . [ß]) = f #( [α캠])= [fo(α앤)] = [(f。α)‘

(j얘기 =[f。α]. [foß] =f#( [α]).f #( [ß]) , which proves the remain part. 

LEMMA 3. 2. Let f: X一→y， g: Y 

homomorphism (gof)# , g#of #: C1 (X, x) 

• Z be perfect maps, then the induced 

.C1(Z, (gof)(x)) are equal. 

PROOF. By CorolIary 2.7, (gof)# is weIl-defined, and Cgof)#C [α])= [gof。α]

=g#C [f。α])=(g#o!f.)([α]) ， for all [α]εC1(X， x). 

From Lemma 3.1 and Lemma 3.2, we have the 

THEOREM 3.3. There z.s a covariant fμnctor from the category of pointed spaces 

and perfect maps to the category of gro때s which assign to a pointed space its 

c-continμoμs fundamental group and to a peκfect map f the z.ndμced homomorPhz.sm f #. 

PROOF. lt is cIear that if f is the identity on a topological space X , f# is the 

identity on C1CX , x). 

COROLLARY 3.4. Let X and Y be topological spaces. If f:X-• Y is a homeomor

phism, then the induced homomorphismf#:c1(X , x)-• C1(Y,fCx)) is an isomorphism. 

PROOF. Since (f-1)#。f#=(f一 1of)#= (1 x)#= 1c\(x.x) , f#o (f-1)#=(fof一 1)#
=(1y)#=lC\(y ,J(x))' f# is monomorphism and epimorphism, hence, f# is isomor. 
phism. 

Next, we will investigate the dependence of the group C1CX , x) on the base 
point x. Let x and y be two points of X , and let r be a path in X from x to y , 

then, by the Theorem 6 of [2] , C 1 (X, x) and C 1 (X, y) are isomorphic, by the 

isomorphism [α]-→ [r-1%a용r]， ([α] εC1 CX , x)). Furthermore we have the 

THEOREM 3.5. Let X and Y be topological spaces, f:X-• Y be perfect map, 

and let r be a t :tth in X from Xo to x1. Then the diagram 

is commutative, 

C/X , xo) 

iμ 
C1(X, X1) 

f# 

f# 

~C 1 (Y ,fCxo)) 

U 

~C1(Y，f(X1)) 
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w1zere u:Cj(X, xo) .Cj(X, x j) is isomorPhism by the formula μ([α]) = [r"" j *，α ‘rJ. 
for üll [α] εCj(X， xo)' v:Cj(Y，/(x시)-→Cj(Y，/(X j )) is isomorphism by the 

formula v( [ßJ)= [(f。η-1용더'*(f or) 1, for all [ßl εCj(Y，/(xo))' 

PROOF. Since r is a path in X from Xo tO .1:1' for is a path in Y from f(xo) 

to f(x j) , hence the isomorphism v:Cj(Y.!(xo))-→직(Y，/(x j )) is well definded. 

And , for each [α] εCj(X， xo)' (vof#)([αJ )=v( ff。αJ)= [(for)-I*(f。α)*(for)l = 

ffo(r -1용α%r)] =f#( [r-1%α용rl )=(f#ou)( [aJ). 

THEOREM 3.6. Let X and Y be toþological S.ρaces， xoE三X， and let f , g:X-• Y 

be þeκfect η2쟁s such that f isc-contiχμoμs homotoþic to g relative to xo' Then the 

indαced homomorþhism f# , g#:Cj(X , xo)-• C1(Y'/(.t'o)) are the same. 

PROOF. Let F:XxI-• Y be a c-continuous map such that 

F(x, O)=f(x) , 

F(x , 1) = g(x) , 

F(xo' t) =f(xo) = g(xo) 

for all xEX, tEI. 

For an arbitrarily given [αJ in Cj(X, xo), we define H:IXI-• Y by H(s,t)= 

F(α(s) ， t) ， then, sinceH=Fo(aXl시， H is a c-continuous map by [1. Th. 3) 

and 

for all sε1. 

H(s， O)=F(α(s) ， O)= (f。α)(s)

H(s , 1) = F(a(s) , 1) = (g。α)(s)

Hence, f#( [α])=g#([a]) for all [αl εC1(X， xo)' 

THEOREM 3.7. Let X and Y be toþological sþaces, f , g:X-• Y be perfect ηzaps. 

a뼈 let F:XXI-• Y be a homotopy between f ιnd g. Choose a base point x，。εX.

and 1 et r be the path giνen by r (t) = F(xo' t), 0드t드1. Then thefollowing diag:γ'am 

is commμtatz"ve: 

Cj(Y'/(xo)) 

켓/' I 
Cl(X,%)< ‘ 

\\ 

g# 、\i
C1(Y, g(xo)) 
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where U;C1(Y,f(XO))-• CrCY , g(XO)) z.s z"somorphz"sm defz"ned by the formufa μ([ßJ) 

= [r -1*β*rJ ， for aff [β] εC1(Y，f(XO)). Fμrthermore， f # Z"S isoηlOrþhism 짜f g# is 

z.somoψhism. 

PROOF. Let [α]εC1(X， XO). Consider the map G:IX1-• Y defined by G(s, t) 

=F(α(s) ， 1), for all s, tE1. Then, G is a continuous map, and for s, tεI， we 

have 

G(s， O)=F(α(s). 0)= (f。α)(s)

G(s.l)=F(α(s) ， l)=(g。α)(s)

G(O, 1) =F(xo' 1) =r(t) =G(l. 1). 

Now, we define a map H:1X1 

g(xo) 

r (1 +t-3s) 
H(s, 1) = J G(3s-1, t) 

g(xo) 
r(3s+t-2) 

.. y by 

;3s드t. 0드S드1/3 

;3s>t, 0드S드1/3 

;1/3드s드2/3 

; -3s十3드t， 2/3드S드l 

; -3s+3늘t， 2/3드s드1. 

g(xo) 

t 

1 
g(xo) 

• 
g。α

, g(xo) 
• 

r G îr g(xo) 

.‘--------+)) ,‘ o r . 1. foa 2 r 1-
3 3 

Then, H is continuous on IXI. Hence we easiIy have that 

g。α ~， r -l*(joa)*r i. e. , g#( [αJ) =(μ。1#)([α] ), 
g(xo) 

which implies the commutativity of the diagram. 

THEOREM 3. 8. 1f X and Y a1’e topofogz"caf spaces, f:X-• Y is a perfect map 

and a homotopy equz"vafence wz"th a perfect homotopy inverse g:Y-• X. then, 

#:C lf(X , x)-• C1(Y,f(x)) z.s an z"som01ψhz"sm for any xEX. 
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PROOF. Because gof--identity: X-• X , by Theorem 3. 7, we have the following 
‘ 

commutative diagram: 

(1x)# 

C1(했) C1(X,x) 

、、、
μ 

(gof)#\、、-.C1(X， (gof) (x)) 

where μ :C1(X, x)-• C1(X, (gof) (x)) is an isomorphism induced by the pa th from 

x to (gof) (x). Since (Ix)# is isomorphism, g#of#=(gof)# is isomorphism, which 

implies that f# is a monomorphism and g# is an epimorphism. Similarly, we 

<:an prove that f# is an epimorphism and g# is a monomorphism from the fact 

fog--identity: y-• Y. Hence, we conclude that f# is an isomorphism. 

Kyungpook University 
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